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    Product DetailsProduct Details

    Brand:Brand: Sam4SSam4S

    Product Code:Product Code: ER-5200ER-5200

Availability:Availability: In StockIn Stock

DescriptionDescription
ER-5200MER-5200M

The 5200M has a 160 flat PLU keyboard with programmability for free functions. The system will provideThe 5200M has a 160 flat PLU keyboard with programmability for free functions. The system will provide
five keyboard levels with up to two prices and three levels of groups for each product, ensuringfive keyboard levels with up to two prices and three levels of groups for each product, ensuring
comprehensive menus can be catered for.comprehensive menus can be catered for.

Clerk Interrupt & Charge Tracking:Clerk Interrupt & Charge Tracking:Clerk Interrupt allows different operators to recordClerk Interrupt allows different operators to record
rounds of drinks at various stages. Each operator can enter and add to checks orrounds of drinks at various stages. Each operator can enter and add to checks or
tables in a restaurant. It has the ability to separate checks by splitting items from atables in a restaurant. It has the ability to separate checks by splitting items from a
customer bill or to add checks to an existing bill.  customer bill or to add checks to an existing bill.  
High Visibility with LCD displayHigh Visibility with LCD display:Backlit LCD shows all transactions at a glance. 16 Char,:Backlit LCD shows all transactions at a glance. 16 Char,
12 lines LCD allows you to adjust operator's visibility in dim store conditions.  12 lines LCD allows you to adjust operator's visibility in dim store conditions.  
Easy Paper Loading  Easy Paper Loading  
Memory Allocation:Memory Allocation:Users can optimize their memory size. Anyone can easily changeUsers can optimize their memory size. Anyone can easily change
PLU, Clerk, and Check table size using this unique function.PLU, Clerk, and Check table size using this unique function.
  Mix and Match Table :Mix and Match Table :This function uses an automatic discount table for easyThis function uses an automatic discount table for easy
facilitation of special promotions.facilitation of special promotions.
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